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VENUE:

Kłodzko Valley
The Klodzko Valley (Kotlina Klodzka) is the largest mountain valley in the Sudety (about 500 km2). The climate of
the valley is quite mild with frequent thaws, in contrast to the severe climate of the mountains surrounding it.

A gently folded surface is covered with a thick layer sediment, from which single hardened hillocks protrude.
The Klodzka Lands, whose capital is Klodzko, are widely regarded as one of the most attractive tourist regions in
Poland. We can find here:
wonderful mountains, fabulous landscapes, a huge abundance of rock formations, crevices, labyrinths,
mountain rock formations such as the Errant Rocks (Bledne Skaly) natural attractions, caves, picturesque
waterfalls, the Batorowskie Peat Bog (Torfowisko Batorowskie) and long snow cover in Zieleniec;
health resorts with mineral water springs;
places of worship, holy sites, an oasis of silence and prayer, the well-known sanctuaries of Our Lady of
Wambierzyce, and Our Lady of the Snows in Bardo;
rich history, castles, fortifications, architectural landmarks, museums with abundant collections and
living history museums.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE VENUE:

Some of the teams travel, as tradition, by their own bus/cars. The rest may select their final destination amongst
Wrocław, Prague (Czech Rapublic), or Brno (Czech Rapublic). Wrocław, Prague and Brno International Airports
are located relatively away from the venue (130 km, 155 km and 170 km) but the organizers will provide
transfers to the venue and back upon request.

ACCOMODATION:
The accommodation will be organized in Verde Montana Hotel****
Verde Montana is the biggest and the most modern hotel in Kłodzko Valley. It is the second hotel of the family
company Capitol and it combines tradition and moder design. The hotel, set in Sudety Mountains in the heart od
Kłodzko Valley, was built in line with the architectural principles of the Kudowa SPA Town. Verde Montana Hotel
was expanded with a new aqua park centre called “Zielona Wyspa” (the Green Island).
http://www.verdemontana.com/
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WEATHER:
The weather at this time of the year is stabe, sunny, with daily temperatures 12-18 degrees Celsius. In
September occassional rain is possible.

TERRAIN
The competition areas are in close proximity to the event centre. It is about 20-40 minutes by bus. The
competition area is mostly forest, at an altitude of between 600-1000 meters asl.

MAPS:
Scale 1:15000
Size A3
Colour printing

IOF Standard

VISA REQUIREMENTS:
The citizens of the majority of countries expected to take part in the Championships do not need visa
to enter Poland. Those societies that need a visa will be informed accordingly, on receipt of their letter
of intend.

PROGRAM OF THE COMPETITION:

7 September, Saturday – Arrival for Foxoring competition, accommodation, training for Foxoring;
8 September, Sunday – Foxoring*, awarding**, arrival for Sprint competition, training for Sprint;
9 September, Monday – Sprint competition*, awarding**, arrival for classic competition;
10 September, Tuesday – Training on 80m and 2m bands, official opening;
11 September, Wednesday – First competition, awarding;
12 September, Thursday – cultural event;
13 September, Friday - Second competition, awarding, closing ceremony and banquet;
14 September, Saturday – Departure
*will be only individual ranking;
**medals and certificates;
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ENTRY FEE AND TERMS OF PAYMENT:
There are a few options depending on the status of the participants, needs of accommodation/full board, and
date of payment as follows:
a) Total package for competitors and Team officials:
7-14 September - Euro 520 (includes participation in Sprint and Foxoring and classic competition) if paid till
30 June or Euro 570 if paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all inclusive), transportation to the start
and from the finish, maps, and banquet;
8-14 September - Euro 440 (includes participation in Sprint and classic competition) if paid till 30 June or
Euro 480 if paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all inclusive), transportation to the start and from
the finish, maps, and banquet;
9-14 September - Euro 360 (includes participation in classic competition) if paid till 30 June or Euro 390 if
paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all inclusive), transportation to the start and from the finish,
maps, and banquet;
b) Total package for guests/visitors (out of participants and Team officials):
7-14 September Euro 460 if paid till 30 June or Euro 510 if paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all
inclusive), transportation to the start and from the finish, and banquet.
8-14 September Euro 390 if paid till 30 June or Euro 430 if paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all
inclusive), transportation to the start and from the finish, and banquet.
9-14 September Euro 320 if paid till 30 June or Euro 350 if paid after 30 June, includes accommodation (all
inclusive), transportation to the start and from the finish, and banquet.

PAYMENT DETAILS:
BANK TRANSFER IN EURO
68 1750 1051 0000 0000 2158 2824
BIC & SWIFT code : RCBWPLPW
Raiffeisen Bank Polska S.A.
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REGISTERED TEAMS:

281 participants from 21 countries have been registered. During application, all information are automatically
placed on the website: http://www.ardf2013.pl/participants
Total number of competitors: FOXORING: 188

SPRINT: 218

CLASSIC: 247

INTERNATIONAL JURY:













Reiner Floesser
DL5NBZ
Stanisław Wilczyński SP2FLE
Jacek Czerwinski
SP2LQC
Jiri Pavlu
OK2CHE
Krzysztof Słomczyński SP5HS
Seitkul Assaubay
UN7ZA
Ole Gerpestad
LA2RR
PA Nordwaeger
SM0BGU
Roman Krivykh
UN7JI
Miklos Venczel
HA0LZ
Dusan Ceha
YU1EA
Adam Dyrka
SP2EDA

Chairman of the jury
Siting referee
Referee at the Start
Referee at the Start
Referee at the Finish
Referee at the Finish
Referee in the terrain
Referee in the terrain
Referee in the terrain
Referee in the terrain
Referee in the terrain
Technical director
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Germany
Poland
Poland
Czech Republic
Poland
Kazakhstan
Norway
Sweden
Kazakhstan
Hungary
Serbia
Poland

TECHNICAL DATA:
3,5MHz Classic:
Frequency:

TX1-5: 3.579MHz
Beacon: 3.550MHz

Output RF power:

3W

Antenna:

5m vertical + 3x3m radial counterpoise

144 MHz Classic:
Frequency:

TX1-5: 144.800MHz
Beacon: 144.500MHz

Output HF power:

1W

Antenna:

crossed dipol 2.5m above ground

SPRINT:
Frequency:

TX1-5:
S control:
TX1F-5F:
Beacon:

Output power:

0.6W

3.510MHz
3.540MHz
3.570MHz
3.600MHz

Antenna: vertical 4m + 3x1.5m radial counterpoise
FOXORING:
Frequency:

TX1-5: 3.582MHz
TX1F-5F: 3.582MHz
Beacon: 3.550MHz

Tx Output power:

10mW

Tx Antenna:

vertical 1.5m + 2x0.5m counterpoise

Beacon Output RF power: 3W
Beacon Antenna:

5m vertical + 3x3m radial counterpoise

MARKING DEVICES:

SportIdent
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